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Zenit (Zagreb 1921–3, Belgrade 1924–6); Zagreb:
Dada-Jok (1922); Dada-Tank (1922); Dada Jazz (1922);
Novi Sad: Ut (1922–5); Ljubljana: Svetokret (1921);
Redci pilot (1922); and Tank (1927)\(^1\)

LAUREL SEELY VOLODER AND TYRUS MILLER

In December 1918, with the victory of the Entente (including Serbia) and the
resulting collapse of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, which had kept Croatia,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, and Slovenia under its heel, a new, post-imperial political
entity was declared: The Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes. Both stimulated
by the hope for independent political and cultural development and bewildered by
the destructive currents set in motion by the disintegration of the previous Euro-
pean order, a self-conscious minority of literary figures and intellectuals in the
Yugoslavian territories, like elsewhere throughout Europe, took up the cause of
profound spiritual and social renewal through the practice of radical art. Despite
their seemingly marginal position compared to the metropolitan centres of France,
England, Italy, and Germany, and despite the limited utility of their ‘minor’ lan-
guage in communicating their thoughts to an international audience, by the early
1920s Yugoslavian intellectuals had begun to generate the discourse, ideology, ven-
ues, and institutions characteristic of other European avant-gardes and were vehe-
mently asserting their place among this international community of artistic
revolutionaries.

\(^1\) Sincere thanks to Aleš Erjavec and Miško Savulkar for their assistance in obtaining some of the
rare materials discussed in this chapter.
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lack of specificity, the name also hints at the abstractness of the movement's founding ideas with little necessary content other than a generic avant-garde will to ascend and transcend. It could embrace several contradictory strains of thought and be submitted to the caprices and passions of Ljubomir Mikić's dominating personality. Despite its intellectual shortcomings, however, through the relentless publication of manifestos and statements in issue after issue of Zenit, Mikić gave shape to a specifically Yugoslavian avant-garde aesthetic: Zenitism, countering the redemptive force of the Balkan-Slavic 'barbarogenius' over against the decadence of Western Europe. Over the course of its five years of publication, Zenit accreted successive influences from international Expressionism, Futurism, Dadaism, and Constructivism to advance its cultural-political goals. Its political orientations were similarly idiosyncratic, eclectic, and fluctuating: a blend of Serbian nationalism, pan-Slavism, pacifism, Bolshevism (though often celebrating the anti-Western Russian character of Lenin and Trotsky rather than their Soviet politics), mystical new-age thought, internationalism, and anarchism.

Inspired in part by slightly earlier and contemporary precedents such as Lajos Kassák's Hungarian avant-garde publication Ma (Today), which from 1920 onwards was appearing from Vienna and incorporating texts in multiple languages (see Chapter 48), Mikić likewise placed works by Yugoslavian artists and writers among those of the international avant-garde, which often appeared in their original languages rather than in Serbo-Croatian translation. During the five years of its existence, Zenit managed to garner a significant degree of international attention both for its solicitation of work for publication and for its subsidiary activities, such as the 'First Zenit International Art Exhibition' held in Belgrade in April 1924. The example of Zenit and the aesthetic ideology of Zenitism inspired other important publications across the region, such as the Hungarian-language journal Új and the Slovenian journal Zabok, as well as individual practitioners of the avant-garde such as the Dadaist poet Dragan Aleksić and the Slovenian cubo-futurist Srečko Kosovel.

Beginnings in Zagreb

From the first issue (February 1921) until issue 24 (April 1923), Zenit was a large-scale, folded sheet publication whose striking appearance was enhanced by the use of dramatic typography and different coloured papers. Throughout this period, there were several shifts in the visual appearance of the cover, indicating both Mikić's restless search for an appropriate stylistic expression of an evolving Zenitism and his rapid evolution from a conventionalized Expressionism to a more up-to-date international idiom influenced by both Dadaism and Constructivism. Thus, the first three issues had the journal title written in handwritten Gothic lettering.
third and fourth issues bore reproductions of Egon Schiele self-portraits, but unlike the third issue, which retained the Gothic logo, the fourth issue presented the title in large typographically modern printed letters stepped diagonally upwards across the top of the cover. For issue 7 (September 1921), only seven months after the journal's initiation, the title was printed in still larger letters vertically down the left side of the cover. That format was retained only through issue 10 (December 1921). From issue 11 to issue 24, when the journal was interrupted and transferred to Belgrade, every subsequent number had a different format except issues 12 and 13 (March and April 1922), which bore a common visual design.

Most notable about the early issues of Zenit was Micić's editorial commitment to a multilingual mix of texts, alphabets, and geographical sources of the published materials. Even the Yugoslavian writers were situated in various countries and major capitals, including Branko Več Polanski in Ljubljana, Stanislav Vinaver in Belgrade, Rastko Petrović and Milor Črnjaški in Paris, Zlatko Gorjan in Vienna, and Dragan Aleksić in Prague. But within the first year, Micić had also printed Serbo-Croatian, German, French, Italian, English, Czech, and Spanish texts in the Latin alphabet, as well as Serbo-Croatian and Russian texts in Cyrillic. Moreover, Micić at times chose to present texts in translation, including his own, while at other times providing the original language text. While Alexander Blok's poem 'The Syrian' appeared in issue 3 in Cyrillic Russian, for example, Soviet Minister of Culture Anatoly Lunacharsky's essay on Proletkult appeared in Serbo-Croatian translation in issues 1 and 2.

Although this editorial choice might be explained as simply a difference of emphasis between the literary particularity of a poem and the communicative emphasis of an essay, in other cases, the linguistic choice is more symbolically significant. Thus, for example, the cover of issue 5 bears the German language heading 'Zenitisches Manifest' (Zenit Manifesto) by Ivan Golli—Paris. In large letters, this heading is followed by an evocation of international newspapers:

Every morning at five AM, everywhere on the five continents, the same NEWSPAPER raises its grey head with the black lies of life:

PEACE CONFERENCE = MURDER IN CHEESE STORE = THE LEAP OUT OF THE HEART OF THE BELOVED = BUY GILLETTE RAZORS = BERGSON IN AMERICA = VOTE FOR NERO! = HOOYAY!!

3 Jeden Morgen um fünf Uhr, überall, auf den fünf Kontinenten, erhob dieselbe ZEITUNG ihr überraschendes glänzendes Haupt mit den schwarzen Lügen der Leben: Friedenskonferenz = Mord im Käsegeschäft = Der Sprung aus dem Herzen der Geliebten = Kauf Gillette Rasiermesser = Bergson in America = Wählen Nero! = Hallelujah! Ivan Golli, 'Zenitisches Manifest', Zenit, 5 (June 1922), 2. Unless stated otherwise, translations are by the authors.
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The 'foreignness' of the front page accordingly evokes the chaotic, decadent modernity of Europe and America, as exemplified by the parodic headlines of Golli's text. The manifesto continues on the next page, emphasizing through large, baldfaced print the equivalence of 'Zenit' and 'Sonne' (sun), and screams out in large letters a Zenitist continental and global creed against petty nationalism:

National! Family trees! Primitivism races! Nonsense! MAN!

We are not Frenchmen, not Serbs, not Germans, not Blacks, not Luxemburgers!

We are Europeans, Americans,

Africans, Asians, Australians!

In issue 9, Micić published numbers 10–16 of his own sequential poem entitled 'Words in Space', perhaps influenced by Lajos Kassák's numbered poems, which were also appearing in Ma at this time. Numbers 10, 14, and 16 appeared in Serbo-Croatian in Latin script, numbers 11, 12, and 15 in Cyrillic, while number 13 is in German translation (by 'Nina-Naj', the pseudonym of Micić's wife, Anuška). These poems were distributed throughout the issue among a cosmopolitan, multilingual mix of other texts: a manifesto by Ivan Golli translated into Serbo-Croatian and printed in Cyrillic; André Salmon's poem 'L'Age de l'humanité' in French; remarks in German by Micić on Golli's poem 'Paris Is Burning' entitled 'A Work of Zenitism'; Jaroslav Seifert's poem in Czech 'City in Tears'; Raoul Hausmann's prose text 'Victory Triumph Tobacco with Beards'; and a Dragar Aleksić poem from Zagreb printed in Cyrillic. Here the journal issue itself became a unit of editorial composition made out of multiple authored elements in different languages. And this, accordingly, was raised to the level of an avant-garde 'formal' feature.

Micić's commitment to publication and composition in multiple languages went even further in the journal's second year. He continued to publish internationally significant avant-garde writers in their original language, such as Jean Epstein, Pierre Albert-Birot, Paul Dermée, and Ivan Golli in French; Filippo Tommaso Marinetti in Italian; Guillermo de Torre in Spanish; Franz Richard Behrens, Herwarth Walden, George Kaiser, and Ivan Goll in German; Sergei Esinin, Ilya Ehrenberg, Boris Pasternak, and Võimir Kliebnii in Russian; and Adolf Hoffmeister, Artūr Čermik, and Ladislav Dymesh in Czech. A minor work, but contextually significant, was the short versified text '1922' (issue 14, May 1922) in Hungarian by the poet János Mester from Novi Sad in the Vojvodina, a multi-ethnic area on the border of
Serbia and Hungary. The text identifies by name and equates Lajos Kassák and Ljubomir Micić, the leaders of the Hungarian and Yugoslavian avant-gardes, and concludes with lines aligning Kassák's journal Ma and Micić's Zenit with the Vojvodina Hungarian-language avant-garde journal Ut (The Path; 1922–5):

MA + UT + ZENIT = WE ARE NEW ARTISTS!

Most internationalist of all, however, were two fully 'foreign language' special issues in July, a German issue accompanied by an 'extra' two-page leaflet published in Munich; and an issue dedicated to the 'New Russian Art'. Interestingly, the Deutsches Sonderheft had a cover page in Serbian announcing the release in September of a special newspaper format issue in 10,000 copies to be distributed throughout Yugoslavia: an example of both Micić's monomania and his subversive avant-gardist imitation of the emerging mass media. Inside the German issue 16 (July, 1922), however, all the texts were Zenitist works in German translation: Micić's manifesto, 'Kategorischer Imperativ der Zenitistischen Dichterschule' (Categorical Imperative of the Zenitist School of Poetry), which argued for the Balkanization of Europe through the destructively redemptive force of the Zenitist barbaro-genius, along with related poetic texts by Micić and Poljanski.

The New Russian Art double issue (19/20) was guest-edited by Ilya Ehrenberg and El Lissitzky, who had earlier that year brought out in Berlin two issues of the trilingual constructive arts journal Vekh. Ob'ej Ob'e (see Chapter 36). The cover was a Constructivist print by El Lissitzky, combining letters and quasi-architectural features into a three-dimensional, 'pront'-like spatial design. The issue led off with Velimir Khlebnikov's introductory speech to Aleksei Kruchenikh's 1913 Futurist opera Pobeda nad solntsem (Victory over the Sun). It was accompanied by what was identified as an El Lissitzky costume design for the opera; in reality, the image related to Lissitzky's designs of dolls for an electromechanical show of the piece. Further texts included poetic works by Vladimir Mayakovskiy, Boris Pasternak, Velimir Khlebnikov, Sergei Esenin, Nikolai Asev, and Ilya Ehrenberg, as well as writings on art by Ehrenberg and Lissitzky, Kastimir Malevich, and Alexander Tairov. Along with the works by El Lissitzky, reproductions of visual artworks included a drawing of Vladimir Tatlin's Monument to the Third International, Suprematist designs by Malevich, and a photographed scene from a Meyerhold theatre piece.

On 23 September 1922, the newspaper edition of 10,000 (putatively) appeared, mostly containing texts by Micić and Poljanski. In October, Micić returned to the numbered format with issue 18, but now in a cheapened, more newsletter-like format. Nonetheless, he continued to include quality content, both domestic and international. The cover page of issue 18 included a sculptural construction by Alexander Rodchenko, a report on Russian cinema by Micić, a notice of Serge Prokofiev by 'L.G.' (probably Ivan Gol); the issue also included an El Lissitzky Constructivist architectural fantasy. The December double issue (19/20) presented a Ljotl Moholy-Nagy linoleum print, along with an excerpt from Lajos Kassák's landmark essay embracing Constructivist abstraction, 'Picture-Architecture'.

In the last few issues of the Zagreb period of the journal, the polemical tone and provocation to the public intensified. Issue 21, which appeared in February 1923, reproduced the programme and texts read by Micić and Poljanski at a Zenitist evening on 31 January 1923. In a series of unpaginated items Micić presented his manifesto 'Zenitizam kao balkanski totalizator novoga života i nove umetnosti' (Zenitism as the Balkanic Totalizer of New Life and New Art), a poem, metaphorizing Zenitism itself, entitled 'Aeroplani bez motora' (Airplane without Motor), a passage entitled 'Lobodini pad' (Free Fall) from a 'synthetic short story', and a 'Zenit-Grottesque' called 'Nud porote' (Nude Burial) (Court Jury). Poljanski similarly offered a selection of short manifesto, poetic, and dramatic texts. Issue 23 (April 1923) carried a long, similarly unpaginated, manifesto by Micić entitled 'Radio film i zenitisticka okonomica duha' (Radio, Film, and the Zenitist Vertical Spirit). However, the most significant artefact of this phase of Zenit was the cover of issue 24 (May 1923), the last before the journal's transplantation to Belgrade. Whereas on the title logo of issue 23, a month earlier, the city names Zagreb and Belgrade still accompanied the journal name Zenit, on the cover of issue 24, 'Zagreb' disappeared and 'Belgrade' appears twice, in Latin and Cyrillic type, despite the fact that the editorial and administrative office was still listed as being in Zagreb. Most of the cover and the next page, moreover, were taken up with Micić's polemical blast 'Papiga i monopol “hrvatska kultura”' (Parrot and the Monopoly 'Croatian Culture') directed against Stepan Radić and more generally in opposition to pseudo-Europeanized 'Croatian culture'. In this essay, he dismissively characterized Croatian culture as an imitative confection, the 'illegitimate child of the marriage of monkey and parrot' (vanbrceno dete nenaravnog braka dresnanog majmuna i papige), opposing it to the positive energies of the transnational Balkan culture. After the appearance of this issue, Micić moved the journal to Belgrade, where he was unable to bring out the next issue until nine months later.

Belgrade 1924–6

Apparently hounded out of Zagreb for his purported Serbian nationalism, Micić published four issues of Zenit from Belgrade in 1924, the second of which came out in October after a seven-month hiatus as an extra-long compendium assembling material collected over the previous months. The February issue, which
marked the journal’s definitive shift to Cyrillic as its primary alphabet, contained no original texts from outside contributors and reads like a vehicle for Mićić’s personal gripes and frustrations. While for the rest of the year Zenit’s ideological thrust continued to be articulated in essays and poetry by Mićić, Poljanski, and a few loyal Zenitists, these issues also contained a rich selection of prose, poetry, and essays that represented a range of ideological and aesthetic orientations in multiple languages. Contributors included South Slavic poets like Stevan Živanović (Zagreb), Marijan Mihak (Belgrade), Andra Jutronić (Sombor), and Vojislav Avakumović (Belgrade), as well as selections from international figures such as Grigory Pervik (Russia), Franz Richard Behrens (Germany), Paolo Buzzi (Italy), Michel Seuphor (France), and Elmer Diktonius (Finland). The tone of these issues was one of marked high spirits, with Mićić invigorated by the move to Belgrade and eager to ‘actively participate in the construction of the cultural centre of the future Balkans’ (‘da aktivno sudjeluje u izgradnji kulturnog centra budućeg Balkana’). In a defiant reaffirmation of the vitality of the movement, Mićić placed a new emphasis on the role of collective artistic expression in the eventual unification of mankind and makes a clear declaration of Zenit’s anti-institutional stance; he designated as enemies all those who struggled against the movement ‘authoritatively, academically, and aristocratically’ (‘autoritativno, akademski, i aristokratski’).7

The high point of the year came in April with the successful Zeniti Exhibition of New Art, which lasted ten days and assembled 110 original works of art from 12 countries. Artists represented included László Moholy-Nagy (Hungary); Wassily Kandinsky, Alexander Archipenko, and El Lissitzky (Russia); Herbert Behrens-Hangeler (Germany); Albert Gleizes and Robert Delaunay (France); and Jozef Peeters (Belgium). Mićić’s opening address, printed in issue 34, called for all artists to work together for the internationalization of culture and the creation of one spirit. The new art, he claimed, could not be local in character, in part due to the miraculous new discoveries in technology and science with which it was closely linked. Zenitzism, as the synthesizer of variegated forms of artistic expression, was the motor driving a process which would flip European values on their head and violently propel the ideological and cultural margins to the centre: ‘I maintain that so-called European scientists fooled us and the whole world, because without any basis whatsoever they called our peninsula Europe. Europe is none other than an extension of the Balkan Peninsula. It is our

6 Ljubomir Mićić, ‘Film Jednog Kojištevnog Pokreta I Jedne Duhanove Revolucije’ (Film of One Literary Movement and One Spiritual Revolution), Zenit, 35 (Feb. 1926), unpagedinated.
7 Ljubomir Mićić, Unitled, Zenit, 25 (Feb. 1924), unpagedinated.
12 A reality acknowledged by Mićić in his untitled opening essay in Zenit, 25 (Feb. 1924), unpagedinated.
Lenin’s thought) and Maksim Gor’ky (on proletariat revolution), and Micić himself cited art as the best means of socialization. By contrast, Micić’s essay ‘Nova Umetnost’ (New Art) argued: ‘In paintings one should search for the painter’s vitality and nothing else. Each painting is thus a nature unto itself, and one should not wander outside of its frame.’ He coined the term ARBOS-painting—an acronym for ‘paper, paint, paint’—to describe the anti-minimalist Zenitist style and lauds the work of Zagreb architect and visual artist Jo Kles (a pseudonym for Josip Seissl) as its highest instantiation. Whether or not it failed to achieve its own stated goal of synthesis, or to live up to its core value of unfeathered creative expression, Zenit steadfastly refused to reduce its many contradictory stances to any single monologic dogma.

Zenit’s layout mutated over the course of the year, from a small newsletter to a medium single-column format that reduced the visual juxtaposition of diverse materials in the same space. The diminished production values of these issues suggest that hard economic realities coexisted with Zenit’s soaring rhetoric and sense of whimsy, the subheading on issue 54’s title page declared that Zenit was the only means of solving the political crisis in the Balkans, while the next month’s subheading was a sober injunction to readers to renew their subscriptions. Among the few works of visual art represented were reproductions of some of the original featured at the April exhibition, plus architectural prototypes by Austrian modern architect Adolf Loos and German Expressionist architect Erich Mendelsohn. The dwindling amount of visual art in these text-heavy issues was compensated by theoretical essays that presented ideological analyses of visual materials, including modern advertising and new construction techniques in architecture. The regular section ‘Makroz as’ (Microscope) continued to link local readers to the wider world by keeping them abreast of local art events, tracking mentions of Zenit in other European avant-garde journals, and reviewing recent publications—and also served as a mouthpiece for Micić to settle a few personal scores. Of particular interest are items that reflected Zenit’s consistent advocacy of artists’ rights, both legal and political; Mako as takes note of a controversy over whether Brect cited or plagiarized Rimbaud in one of his plays, the release of left-wing German playwright Ernst Toller after five years in German prison for his involvement in the Bavarian Soviet Republic, and the publication of a controversial issue of a politically persecuted Bulgarian journal.

After a lapse of seven months, Micić brought out two issues of Zenit in 1923 in a discernibly more acerbic tone. Micić’s essay ‘Hvala Ti Srabju Lepa’ (Thank You Beautiful Serbia) expresses profound disillusionment with Serbian society, decrying its tendency towards both nationalism and the mindless aping of European ways. He depicts the Serbian aristocracy as peasants grotesquely dressed up in French tuxedos and European top hats, and young poets hurling their verses into a cultural void. His article ‘Beograd Bez Arhitektura’ (Belgrade without Architecture) lamented the total lack of modern architecture in the city, which he ascribed primarily to its lack of cultural and artistic sense and its failure to shake off its patriarchal traditions. The feelings, apparently, were mutual. Micić did not enjoy the reception he had anticipated in Belgrade, as evinced in a rancorous survey of local literary, cultural, and political journals that singled out Srpski Književni Glasi (Serbian Literary Gazette) and Misa (Thought) among others, for their anti-Zenitist stance and triefacts of evil: stupidity, envy, and ignorance. This year marked not only the increasing marginalization of Zenit by the local cultural establishment but also the beginning of Micić’s trouble with Serbian authorities. Issue 36 was confiscated by police for identifying Serbia with the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes and for inciting hatred between states (although the court would later reverse the ban), and issue 37 published an excerpt from Micić’s anti-European poem ‘Airplane without a Motor’ (in French) with a line that would lead to his prosecution a year later: ‘I’m leading a Bolshevik revolution of the metacosmos’ (Je dirige la révolution bolchevique du métacosmos).’

If, it turned out, the Serbian people were more barbarian than genius and not the avatars of the New Man for which Micić had hoped, then he deployed an increasingly Marxist vocabulary to describe the relationship both between the Balkans and Europe and between young artists and authoritarian regimes within the Balkans. Issue 36 published a moving obituary (in both French and Serbian) of Bulgarian poet Geo Milev and reproduced his poem ‘September’, which had led to his political persecution (for glorifying the revolution) and perhaps to his assassination. In a passionate declaration of solidarity with Zenit’s friends and comrades still suffering under the reactionary Tsarist government, Micić called on Europe to redeem its Christian and humanist by intervening against such oppressive regimes. Micić’s article ‘Maroko i Opet za Spas Civilizacije: Imperializam je Biblija Evrope i Evropejac’ (Morocco and

13 Ljubomir Micić, ‘Treba uništiti anticosolalnu umjetnost’ (Anti-Social Art Must be Destroyed), Zenit, 35 (Dec. 1924), unpaginated.
14 ‘Na slikama treba isključivo da se trži samo slikarska vizualnost i nista drugo… Dalje, svaka je zasebna priroda, i van njegov rame ne treba da se luta,’ Ljubomir Micić, ‘Nova Umetnost’, Zenit, 35 (Dec. 1924), unpaginated.
16 Ljubomir Micić, ‘Moderna Beklaza’ (Modern Advertising), Zenit, 34 (Nov. 1924), unpaginated.
17 ‘Makroz as’, Zenit, 35 (Dec. 1924), unpaginated.
Again for the Salvation of Civilization: Imperialism is the Bible of Europe and Europeans) depicted Serbs as the primary victims of World War I (as opposed to the Croats, who aligned themselves with the Austro-Hungarian Empire) and drew an analogy between the Serbian people and the anti-colonial Rif uprising in Morocco. In rhetoric that recalls his earlier declaration that "only after the Zeinitic movement can it be affirmed with certainty that this country is no one's cultural colony nor will it be,"(22) he accused Croats of trying to turn the Balkans into another Morocco and the Europeans of advancing their own capitalist interests in the region in the name of saving civilization.(23)

Fractures within the European avant-garde, as well as Zenit's complicated relationship to local nationalism, found succinct expression in a compelling short report, 'Dijalog Marinetti-Poljanski,' (Dialogue Marinetti-Poljanski), filed by Poljanski from Paris. Poljanski sees the scene by describing a public lecture given by Filippo Marinetti in which the Italian's assertions that Futurism is the foundation of fascism, making fascism a revolutionary rather than reactionary movement, leads to a brawl between French and Italian members of the audience, Poljanski, so outraged that his French abandons him, is able to delve into the subject with Marinetti during a private meeting the following day. Poljanski asserts that futurism represents nothing more than Italian imperialism, while Marinetti defends fascist violence as justified when it is directed against Communists. Ultimately, the two are able to part on a note of reconciliation by identifying a common enemy: old European culture. In the midst of the conversation, however, an intriguing exchange takes place:

**POLJANSKI:** Futurists also have our sympathy, but Fascists are terrorizing honourable Croats in Istria and closing our schools.

**MARINETTI:** Are you a Croat or a Serb?

**POLJANSKI:** A Serb!

**MARINETTI:** (raises one eyebrow and his left eye glitters with wonderment)...

**POLJANSKI:** The proof that our sympathy for you is genuine is that we have printed your works....And what have you done for us? Have you dedicated some lines to us?

**MARINETTI:** It's very difficult because of your language, which no one understands...

Despite Zenit's rhetorical see-sawing between nationalism and socialism, Poljanski's ability to find common cause with Croats suggests a sophisticated awareness of the ways in which Europe suppressed all South Slavic peoples. Moreover, Marinetti's implication that Poljanski's concern for Croats is disingenuous reads like a textbook example of how easily outsiders can exploit the quarrels of Balkan nations to distract them from more fundamental issues.

In the interstices of these ideological polemics, Zenit continued throughout the year to offer its readers a window on European artistic movements and a smattering of quality primary texts. Highlights included a theoretical essay by Kandinsky on abstract art,(24) an original musical score by Croatian composer Josip Štolcer-Slavenski,(25) and a report with photographs on the opening of Hannes Meyer's Co-op Theater in Geneva.(26) Overall, however, these issues with a preponderance of poetry and essays produced by Micić and a small circle of regular contributors, showed less commitment to diversity of content, included fewer languages, and little visual art or formal experimentation.

Issue 38 kicked off 1926 with a commemoration of the five-year anniversary of the journal, with notes of congratulations pouring in from friends and collaborators around Europe: including Marinetti; Tadeusz Peiper, founder of Polish journal Zwiorecz; Theo van Doesburg, founder of Dutch journal De Stijl (from Paris); Belgian artist Jozef Peeters, founder of De Driehoek; Slovenian Expressionist artist Veno Pilon; Dutch architect Cornelis van Eesteren; German poet Kurt Leibmann; French painter Albert Gleizes; Spanish Dadaist Guillerme de Torre; and German philosopher and poet Rudolf Pannwitz. This important issue stands as testament to the relationships with members of European avant-garde movements that Micić had so persistently cultivated despite significant political, economic, geographic, and linguistic barriers. The abundant international goodwill towards Zenit manifest in these pages contrasted starkly with the lack of local support, pointing to the cultural vacuum in which Micić was operating—a situation that he describes with typical flair: 'All continents and all nations on earth, in which literacy is somewhat greater than our university professors and antiquarian Srpski književni Glasač—know about the activities of ZENIT and ZENITISM. All nations, that is, except— the Kingdom of Slovenes, Croats, and Serbs.'(27)

---

(22) Micić, 'Nova Umjetnost,' Zenit, 35 (Dec. 1924), unpagedinated.
(28) Svi kontinenti i sve zemaljske države, u kojima je čitanost neko više od čitanosti naših univerzitetskih profesora i antikvaračkog "Srpskog književnog Glasača" — znaža za aktivnost ZENITA I ZENITIZMA. To su, gotovo sve države, svi — Kraljevine SHS: Ljubomir Micić, Zenit, 38 (Feb. 1926), unpagedinated.
Mićić chronicled his struggle for recognition in a year-by-year retrospective of the birth and development of Zenitist, titled 'Film Jednog Književnog Pokreta i Jedne Duhovne Revolucije' (Film of One Literary Movement and One Spiritual Revolution), a tale of a modest poettic worker...disappointed with the emptiness and mud of the contemporary literary generation' (škroman peniški radnik...rinačar praznića i klijentima avantgardsne književne generacije) motivated by the desire to 'cross the frame of regional limitations' (preći olivir regionalne granice). It is no coincidence that Mićić, an inventive self-mythologist, cast his story as a screenplay for the cinema, a medium consistently celebrated by the journal for its ideological properties and synthetic nature. In his own epic film, Mićić realizes the movement's achievements against its many challenges. In the former column: an influence on other journals; the creation of a large leftist umbrella; the staging of events like public lectures, Zenitist evenings, the Zenitist Exhibition of New Art, and Zenitist theatre; the promotion of Russian literature; and travel throughout Europe publicizing the movement. In the latter: war; Croatian nationalism; the venom of ex-communized former Zenitists; the ennui of mainstream publications in Zagreb and Belgrade; political persecution and even physical attacks on his person; lack of institutional support; and insurable provincialism. The final tally: even in the face of an impending court case against Mićić for offending public morals, Zenit triumphantly carries on with the publication of its jubilee edition.

The remaining five issues published in 1926 evinced an increasing sense of abandonment. Mićić's 'Za Slobodu Mladi, Za Slobodu Suvrstanja' (For Freedom of Thought, For Freedom of Creation) reproduced his defense of his poem 'Airplane without a Motor' given before the Belgrade tribunal in April 1926. Mićić turned the trial into an opportunity to render an ardent defense of creative freedom, distinguishing between words and acts and maintaining that a poet cannot be judged by the law. At other moments, however, Mićić interpreted the local conditions hindering his artistic expression as a personal vendetta against himself and the movement he founded. Thus, for example, his 'Legend of the Dead Movement' or Between Zenitism and Anti-Zenitism was a long diatribe against the many enemies that he perceived ranged against him—individuals, journals, and institutions—whom he called out by name. The last few issues reproduced a dwindling number of original works of poetry, prose, and visual arts by international collaborators, with more space being devoted to reprints of older material composed by Mićić and Poljanski. The journal—now a small, folded, and stapled sheet—boasted fewer aesthetic flourishes and advertisements, suggesting strained circumstances. Despite the thickening

shroud of isolation and paranoia (probably not wholly unjustified) that cloaked the last few issues of Zenit, they still managed to offer provocative material, such as the article by poet Ilya Ehrenberg 'Ruska Književnost Posle Revolucije' (Russian Literature after the Revolution) and an essay by Barbaus founder Walter Gropius explaining the principles of functionalism and anti-ornamentalism in international architecture. Zenit's continued international presence is attested to by a variety of short reports: the journal's participation in the 1926 International Exhibition of Revolutionary Art of the West in Moscow; a Zenitist manifesto read by Poljanski in Russian at a lecture hosted by Ehrenberg in Paris; and Mićić's meeting with French communist novelist Henri Barbusse in Belgrade.

While Mićić asserted the autonomous status of art and sovereignty of the creative individual throughout Zenit, the final issues of the journal also addressed the ideology of mass culture. In a reprint of his 1922 essay 'Država i Književnost' (State and Literature), Poljanski lauded the ability of film to disseminate the ideological underpinnings of the state and called for the creation of a state-run film factory and cinemas in every town. In typically contradictory fashion, the same issue published Mićić's essay 'O Štampi—O Sportu—O Književnosti' (On the Press—On Sports—On Literature), which decried the press as an evil institution beholden to nationalist and capitalist ideology. The growing rapprochement of Zenitism and Marxism, suggested by works expressing sympathy with the proletariat in strident language—such as Mićić's poem 'Made in England' and prose work 'Vrabac Pod Šerinom' (Sparrow under a Hat) culminated in the essay that effectively ended the movement: 'Zenitizam Kroz Prisnu Marksizma' (Zenitism through the Prisms of Marxism), written by Mićić under the pseudonym 'Dr M. Rasović' in the journal's last issue. Here Mićić tracks Zenitism's consistent affinities with Marxism and announces the final synthesis of two apparently opposite ideologies. In a departure from the notion of poetry as emerging 'only in the beyond-sense sphere of space' ('tek u vanumnoj sferi prostora') he reinterprets Zenitism as the inevitable product of historical forces and posits an equivalence between barbarians and the international proletariat. Earlier that year, Mićić had challenged 'Dame Europe' with militaristic fervor: 'We throw the bombs of our poems at your monstrous European skies. With the canons of our new ideas we aim at the zenith of the silken

34 Branko Več Poljanski, 'Država i Književnost', Zenit, 41 (May 1926), unpaginated.
36 Both in Zenit, 40 (July 1926), 17 'Made in England' had its English title printed in its Latin letters followed by Serbian original text printed in Cyrillic.
Dadaism in Zagreb, 1922: Dada-Jok, Dada-Tank, Dada Jazz

Dadaism was originally introduced to the Yugoslav public through Micić’s Zenit and, for a brief time, formed an element of the Zenitists’ eclectic avant-garde ideology. Already in issue 3 (March 1922), in a notice entitled ‘Dada—Dadaizam’, however, a ‘Zenitist’ had offered his rather dismissive view of the movement: ‘Dada is already a fashion in the past tense. It’s fun, but not a religion, a conviction, and a new art’ (‘Dada je danas moda, passe-temps. I zabava, ali nije religija, ubodenje i nova umetnost’). Yet the following issue (April 1922) also carried an article by Dragan Aksijić from Prague, along with two ‘Dada Songs’, in which he expressed a much more affirmative attitude to Dadaism: ‘Dada is the cry for youth. [Dada is primitivism and aspiration. Future. […] Everything is Dada!’ Up to and including issue 13 (April 1922), Aksijić’s reviews and poetic texts appeared in Zenit regularly. However, in May 1922, there was an abrupt break: the last words in issue 14, under an editorial heading, announced the ex-communization of Aksijić from the Zenit circle, along with the artist and writer Mihalj S. Petrov, who also featured often in the early Zenit.

The same issue announced a new periodical—which would appear in a single issue—edited by Branko Ve Poljanski, entitled Dada-Jok (Dada No). Although it is arguable that self-mockery is itself organically a part of Dadaism (Tristan Tzara, for instance, consistently emphasized the self-alienating and self-destroying aspect of Dada), the ‘no’ in the title was meant to be Dadaism itself: perhaps a bit of fun, but certainly not the sort of art that Poljanski and his brother could advocate. Through his skilful, reflexive parody of Dadaist conventions, Poljanski sought to expose Dada’s limits as an artistic and spiritual current, containing its rival influence and keeping the field of avant-garde endeavour under the Zenitist banner. He wished to carry out ‘a sanitary fight against intellectual tuberculosis’ (‘Sanitarni borba protiv intelektualnog tuberkuloze’), as Poljanski put it in his programmatic text in the journal. Dada-Jok’s eight-page foldout sheet was littered with arbitrarily boldered letters or letters capitalized within words, photographs of and manifesto-style texts by Poljanski and Micić, and collage images such as Poljanski’s parodic ‘Antidada Construction’ (Fig. 47.2). Poljanski’s manifesto ‘Dada Antidada’ acknowledges the ambiguity of Dada-Jok—Is it Dada or not? Is this ‘just a negation’ or is Dada itself self-negation?—which he accentuates by trumpeting his brother’s status as a great anti-Dadaist Dada deity: The great master of all Dadaists first great Antidada
Contradada
Zenitist
Contrapseudozenitist
GOD OF DADAISTS
LJUBOMIR MICIĆ

38 Mi bacamo bombe naših pesama u tvoja nakazna evoepka nebesa. Mi ropovima naših novih ideja gadaamo u zemlji svrlene buranjačice.” Micić, Manifest: Barbarina Doba i Moli Na Svet Kontinentima (Manifest: For Barbarina Spirit and Thought on All Continents), Zenit, 38 (Feb. 1926), unpaginated.


Following Poljanički's pre-emptive strike from the side of the Zenitists, however, Aleksić published his own single-issue Dada pamphlets in turn, in the summer of 1922: Dada-Tank (two slightly different printings in June 1922) and Dada Jazz (September 1922). Dada-Tank was a large-scale, eight-page folded sheet, with a typographically bold dispersion of cover information in interrupted, alternating horizontal and vertical rows of letters (Fig. 47.3). Inside, the two columns were divided by black lines, and programmatic texts by Aleksić touching upon various arts (music, drama, architecture) alternated with his own poems, poetic texts by other contributors including Tristan Tzara and Kurt Schwitters, picture-poems, and graphics by Mihailo S. Petrov. The fourth page is covered entirely by a picture-text by Aleksić printed in irregular vertical columns up and down the page; the other picture poem was a translation of a Hungarian-language poem by Erwin

Enders, 'Greška Vatra' (Greek Fire), which had originally appeared in Ma in the May 1922 issue in Vienna. Interestingly, this same issue of Ma had reproduced from the cover of Zenit issue 11 (February 1922) the maquette drawing of Tatlin's 'Monument to the Third International', while earlier in Zenit issue 9, Dragan Aleksić himself had contributed an article on Tatlin. Besides adumbrating the international emergence of Constructivism, Tatlin was also a hero of the Dadaists, as demonstrated by Raoul Hausmann's 1920 photomontage Tatlin at Home and George Grosz and John Heartfield's use of a quote by Konstantin Umanski about Tatlin on a placard at the First International Dada Fair. These interconnections point to the lively multi-sided exchange of information, texts, and images about the whole sphere of international avant-garde activity among 'activist' publications in Central Europe, as well as to the close interpenetration of 'destructive' Dadaist and constructive artistic tendencies and the impetus such exchanges gave to rapid shifts of tendencies within local avant-gardes.

Although Dada Jazz (Fig. 47.4) has been characterized as a mere footnote to Dada-Tank (and there are indeed clear continuities between the two), Dada Jazz in fact marked a different sort of project than Dada-Tank. Its cover designated it generically to be a 'Dada anthology', analogous to Richard Huelsenbeck's Dada Almanach, which Aleksić had translated in full and excerpted in Dada-Tank. On
the second page, in contrast, the earlier publication was characterized as 'The dadaistic review, dada-star revue' ('il revio dadaistico, dallaistica revue'). Dada Jazz reprinted Aleksić's 1921 essay 'Dadaism' from Zenit, subtly reminding people of his priority over Micić in this field. It included a major text by Tristan Tzara, 'Manifesto of Mr Aa the Antiphilosopher', as well as Tzara's short verse 'Colonial Syllogism', alongside a poem by Aleksić. On the centrefold two pages was printed the typographic picture poem 'Smaknu' (Execution), a translation into Serbo-Croatian of a Hungarian poem by Ádám Csont that had originally appeared, like Erwin Enders's 'Greek Fire', in the May 1922 issue of the Vienna-based Hungarian exile publication Ma.

Hungarian voices in the Vojvodina: Út

Under the Austro-Hungarian dual monarchy, the Vojvodina, with its two major cities Novi Sad and Subotica, was under Hungarian domination. Its modernizat—

Fig. 47.4 Cover of Dada Jazz (Sept. 1922), designed by Dragan Aleksić

Fig. 47.5 Cover of Út, 11 (Apr. 1923), designed by Zoltán Csuka and Zoltán Ember
the words of a poem by Ember, unite the views of the Buddha, Christ, Marx, and Einstein in a new 'X', a redeeming humanism. Although most of their contributions were from their Hungarian core group, a graphic by Mihailo S. Petrov appeared on the second issue in May 1922, which also printed work in Serbian by Dragu Aleksić, Milan Dedinač (an editor of the proto-Surrealist journal Pusti and later an important figure in Belgrade Surrealism), and Zarko Vasićević; the April 1923 issue included works by Boško Tokin, Ljubomir Micić (a Zenitist manifesto translated into Hungarian), and Zarko Vasićević, alongside contributions of the editorial circle and distinguished Hungarians abroad such as the Constructivist art critic Ernő Kállai (an essay entitled 'Construction—Composition') and the Bauhaus-trained architect Molnár Farkas. The August 1924 issue represented a brief turn towards a more explicitly political stance, with a front cover declaring 'Háború a háború ellen' (War against War) and enumerating the names of 'martyrs of socialism's belief in peace' ('a socialismista társadalom békétörtének vértanúit'); international socialist heroes such as Jean Jaurès, Rosa Luxemburg, Karl Liebknecht, Giacomo Matteotti (murdered by fascists in 1924), and the Hungarian socialist journalists Béla Somogyi and Béla Bacskó (murdered and dumped in the Danube in 1920 after they published an article against Miklos Horthy's White Terror). In general, however, Ut avoided the more directly agitational tone of the Hungarian emigrant Proletkult journals such as Egyeség and Ek that had broken with Kassák's avant-garde radical humanism (see Chapter 48). Ut appeared at erratic intervals over the course of its existence, but survived until 1925.

Avant-Garde in Slovenia: from Svetokret to Tank

In January 1921, just before his brother Ljubomir Micić initiated Zenit, Branko Ve Poljanški published one issue of the journal Svetokret (World-Turning) in Ljubljana, Slovenia. Subtitled List Za Ekspedicijo Na Socesni Pol Konkretnega Duhu (Journal of the Expedition to the North Pole of the Human Spirit), this short chapbook-like publication sported a cover design (Fig. 47.6) with the publication information presented in a spare, abstract calligramme with the place name Ljubljana printed upside down, perhaps to symbolize an overturning of the normal order in the provincial capital of the Slovenes. Inside, it included predominantly prose texts, along with two verse texts, distributed under four bold-faced headings: 'Mileni Labinz' (Abstract Labyrinth), 'Projekcij' (Projections), 'Z Bićem u Hramu' (On Being in Church), and 'Mnogokojišta' (All Sorts of Things).

Fig. 47.6 Covers of Svetokret (Jan. 1921), designed by Branko Ve Poljanški

The opening text was an Expressionist dithyramb entitled 'Evo me!' (Here I Am!)—dedicated to all psychiatrists of all continents of planet Earth' ('Posevečeno svim psihiatrima svih kontinenta planeta zemlje'). The speaker testifies to the pain that makes his days a torture, and his alienation from others, who know how to laugh at those who are suffering: 'I am screaming, but they laugh (not knowing how to laugh while others scream means condemning ourselves to torture)' ('Ja sam vrikao, a oni—su se smijali (neznajući da smijati se, dok drugi u naku fizički znači osuditi sebe na muke)'), until at the end of several paragraphs beginning with the repeated refrain of 'O yeš Here I am!' ('Da Evo me!'), the text concludes with a final scream: 'Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa a a'. The text 'Manifesto', in contrast to the preceding Expressionist protest, screams out a new world orientation in positively ecstatic tones: 'Long live man's free spirit! Glory to the new man! May it be a glorious revolution of the spirit in October, when the old forms fall like dry pale leaves!' It celebrates the International, the Soviets, and the heroes of the revolution, Lenin and Trotsky, concluding on a typical avant-garde note equating artistic and political revolution:

47 Branko Ve Poljanški, 'Evo me', Svetokret (Jan. 1921), 3-4.
48 Ibid.
Long live the October Revolution of the spirit!
Long live the new art!
Long live the new man!

Under the heading 'Projections', Poljanski included two verse texts, both in a fragmented, Expressionist style indebted to the fractured syntax of one-word lines in exemplary German works such as August Stramm's Angriff (Attack):

Scarves
Wave
Flutter
Clatter
Winds clatter
Your laughter blows
Grasp hold
Scuffle force
Kiss
Surrounded
Sink down
Nothingness. 53

Similarly, the opening lines of Poljanski's 'Čežnja' (Longing) proceed with short, stark, isolated images:

Path
Cold
Winter
Branches of
Naked Night
White Silence
In the dark and frozen soul
Pain 54

Or even more boldly, the concluding verse of 'Na tračnicama' (On the Rails):

50 Benson and Forgacs, Between Worlds, 293.
cally expressing allegiance to a version of Constructivism represented especially by the painters Avgust Cernigoj and Edward Stepančič, *Tank* was eclectic in its appropriation of avant-garde tendencies from German Expressionism and Dada-ism to Zenitism to Bauhaus and Constructivism. In several aspects of format and orientation—such as its publication of texts in several original languages and even its use of particular rubrics such as 'Makroškop' for announcements—it followed the model of *Zenit*.

Beneath a Constructivist style cover, the title page of *Tank* no. '1½' used Bauhaus-inspired lower case typography and geometrical Constructivist design utilizing black rectangular bars and figuratively disposed type to define an abstract patterning of the page space (Fig. 47.7). At the top appeared the contributors' names, including Avgust Černigoj, 'Lioubomir Mîtsch', the Soviet cultural minister Anatoly Lunacharsky, Tristan Tzara, *Der Sturm* editor Herwarth Walden, the young Trieste-born Futurist Giorgio Carmellich, the pacifist novelist Henri Barbusse, and Expressionist poet Albert Ehrenstein. In the middle range of the page, the date of its appearance (6 May) was printed in Slovene, French, Serbo-Croatian, and German. In the bottom range, in larger lettering, was an explanation of the whimsical numbering, playfully alluding to the concentration of cultural innovation that was typical of avant-garde ideology: '1½ tank = account of 100 years' ('1½ tank = likvido por 100 jaro'). The opening page, however, already indicated the eclectic variability of the journal's aesthetic, by reproducing Veno Pilos' primitivist nude, viewed from behind, and two lines in German by the Hungarian activist poet and editor of the journal *Ma*, 'Ludwig' (Lajos) Kasássy: 'Here you have the heroes of destruction' and here you have the fanatics of construction' (da habt ihr die helden der vernichtung und da habt ihr die fanatiker des aufbaus').

As this suggests, both 'destruction', the subjective explosions of Expressionism and the mocking nihilism of Dada, and 'construction', the clarity of geometrical forms and abstraction, would find their place within the covers of *Tank*.

The first issue began with facing page versions in the date of its appearance (6 May) was printed in Slovene, French, Serbo-Croatian, and German for Ferdom (Ferdinand) Delak's manifesto addressed to the young pioneers. It was immediately followed by a lineoleum cut of a modernist architectural construction by Černigoj, and another manifesto, 'Naj pozdrav!' 'salut!' (My Greeting), in different Slovene and Italian versions, signed by 'Comrade Professor Avgust Černigoj, Constructivist'. The Slovene version sets out the credo of the new art:

long live the new art = construction!
" = " = synthesis!
" = " = collectivism!

[...]

the new art is not individual,
" = " = luxurious,
" = " = traditional.

the new art is the collective expression of a new generation,
" = " = the beauty of a new religion,
" = " = the beauty of a new justice.

art is not advertising,
" = " = exhibition.
" = " = a church.

our art is the spirit of creation!  

It concludes with praise for the review *Tank*, for the new art, and for young Ljubljana. The Italian 'version', however, offers positions that stand in tension with the Slovene text, implying that Černigoj was consciously negotiating different artistic identities across national and linguistic borders. Moreover, it addressed Italian artists aggressively, with a different message from that addressed to Slovenians and other Yugoslavians:

the new being I = collective harmony of individuals + idea = form which contributes to essence, since every element =

55 *Tank*, 1½ (1927), 3.

56 'Sveta nova umetnost = zajednička | | | - sintetika | - - kolektiva | (...) | nova umetnost ni individualna. | - - - kulturasta. | - - - tradicionalna. | nova umetnost je kolektivni izraz novove generacije. | - - - lepota nove religije. | - - - lepota pravdivosti. | ne umetnost reklame | = rasistave | = cirkiz. | Svet umetnost je svetovno duh!' *Tank* 1½ (1927), 7.
function, every function = movement, new form of life and creation.

[...]

the review tank intends to illustrate vividly the individuality of international art
and to reproduce articles in all languages
in order at least to give the feeling that
the movement can exist in all the various nations
[...]

inviting all the italian avant-gardists to learn about and collaborate
in this active construction of the new spirit, leaving aside
completely petty personal or other speculation, so that
no one can accuse anyone along the way of being passively unaware of the con-
structivist activism of the art of the Slavic avant-garde group.37

Taken together, Delak’s and Černigoj’s opening manifestos indicate the complex
politics of language that tank would deploy, in which the presence of multiple
languages and single texts appearing in multilingual variants was not merely an
incidental feature, but rather an integral compositional element of the journal and
an emotionally charged performance of ethnocultural politics. Particularly impor-
tant is the deep mimetic rivalry of the Yugoslavian avant-garde—evident in both
Zenit and tank—with Italian Futurism, especially once Futurism aligned with fasc-
ism in its post-World War I phase, which was pursuing an aggressive territorial and
ethnonationalist consolidation in the Istrian and Dalmatian border regions with
the new Yugoslavia, preparatory to their full-scale occupation with the outbreak of
World War II. The Zenitists and their Slovenian successors differentiated themselves
from their national rivals with exemplary Futurist tones and tactics. Simply to pub-
lish a counterfactual manifesto in Slovenian, however, would have only confirmed
their marginal status, since few Italians would have been able to read it—a symp-
tom of the very problem, rather than an answer to it. In Černigoj’s bilingual and
variant manifesto, in contrast, the opacity of Slovenian to the Italian Futurist reader
is cast as a diagnostic sign of the latter’s ‘passeisti’ provinciality, especially as the
manifesto’s typography renders evident some general sense of its tone and content,
which is typical of an international idiom of the avant-garde. Černigoj’s Italian text,

37 “il nuovo essere lo = collettiva armonia di individui + idea = forma quale contributo ed eseresi,
perciò ogni elemento = funzione, ogni funzione = movimento, nuova forma di vita e creazione, [(...)]
| la rivista tank intende ad illustrare vivamente le individualità dell’arte internazionale | è riprodurre
articolato in tutte le lingue per | dare almeno la sensazione che | il movimento può esistere insieme le
varie nazioni. [(...)] invitando tutti gli avantgardisti italiani di informare e collaborare | a questa
costruzione attiva dello spirito nuovo, dimenticando | completamente piccola speculazione personale
ed altro, affinché | non si possa occasionalmente rifacessero a nessuno la passività informativa in
merito all’attività costruttiva dell’arte del gruppo d’avanguardia slavo.” Tank, 2:i (1925), 8.

in a sense, throws the illegible text in the rival’s face and, while not offering a trans-
lation to the uneducated, underscores for the Italian reader how very ignorant he is.
Beyond this specific example of Italian and Slovenian, the use of other languages in
the journal, such as French, German, Spanish, and English at once served to dem-
onstrate the cultural capital of the individual principals, their proficiency in the
realm of European culture, and established an implicit equal sign between ‘minor’,
subaltern languages such as Slovene and Serbo-Croatian and ‘major’ languages of
imperial or ex-imperial powers such as Germany, Austria, France, Great Britain,
and Spain.

The continuity of tank with Zenit was signalled not only in format and orienta-
tion, but also by the presence in both issues of texts by Ljubomir Micić and Branko
Ve Poljanski from Paris (and in French), including Micić’s ‘rien de personne ou
mon autobiographie’ (No One at All, or My Autobiography) and his poem ‘à paris
balade balançique’ (Balkan Tour in Paris) as well as two instalments in French trans-
lation from Poljanski’s book Crevais petaoilLe coq rouge (The Red Rooster), which a
note tells us was the last book he would write in Serbian. But along with the more
regional associations with Zenitism, tank also demonstrated its connections with
both international Expressionist currents, as represented especially by two essays by
the Sturm gallery and editor Herwarth Walden; Dadaism, through the inclusion of
sound-poems and other works by Kurt Schwitters; and constructive tendencies in
the arts, including Bauhaus and international Constructivism.

One of the most important contributions of tank, finally, from an art-historical
perspective, lies with its preservation of photographic and textual documentation
of the Trieste Constructivist exhibition of 1927, which otherwise disappeared leav-
ing few other traces, along other work by the Trieste Constructivist circle around
Černigoj, which included Eduard Stepančić, Zorko Lhab, Jože Vlah, Giorgio Carmelich, Ivan Poljak, and Thea Černigoj. In fact, this activity formed the confluence
point of both Zenitism and the Bauhaus in tank. On the one hand, as Irina Subotić
points out, the group sent work to Micić in France, for display in his short-lived
gallery in Meudon.38 On the other hand, issue 3:2–3 of tank included, alongside
the photographs of the 1927 exhibition, a letter from Willi Nürnberg of the Dessau
Bauhaus reporting in German about the Trieste Constructivist group. Černigoj’s
Constructivist artistic orientation and organizational leadership was thus presented
by tank as the legitimate continuation and further development of Micić’s Slavic
avant-gardism, and a worthy contender on the international scene as well.